Architect Ross says he is not willing to 'experiment'. No. But as an
architect he is willing to 'bet' nine millions of the people's money on a
narrow margin, the unsure taste of a transitory period. 'Taste' as he sees
it is no risk.
But why should the future have any more respect for the Milwaukee-lie
than for the Chicago-lie? And there was some excuse for the Chicago-lie.
The age had not awakened to engineering architecture. For the Milwau-
kee-lie there is no such excuse. The world has waked up.
Were Architect Ross utterly blind to the progress of the last decade in
his own profession in architectural circles the world over, then he might
still consider honest engineering architecture an 'experiment'.
Notwithstanding all conservative opinion the Milwaukee county will
stand as a late 'experiment', an experiment in sentimental falsehood,
foredoomed to failure.
Since experiment the courthouse must thus be, Mr. Ross, why not
experiment with sanity and truth?
'Our forefathers' notwithstanding, monumental stone mass disappeared
as a truth when steel in tension, clear glass and ferro-concrete became the
actual body of the machine age. To combine stone and steel, even in the
name of the 'forefathers', is dangerous, Architect Ross. And young men
in architecture all over these United States see this fact today. That means,
every man who thinks will see it soon.
Then why bet on or 'experiment' with pure sentimentality to your
own taste, Architect Ross?
Why not know1)
So much public talk infuriated the official city fathers. They got to-
gether, argued the question as to whether or not I should be called before
them to explain the disparaging remarks. A vote was taken. The vote
stood ten to ten. The opposition claiming I was a notoriety-seeker and to
call me down publicly would only add fuel to my flames. So I was not
called after all.
The press had a good time adding editorials to the headlines.
ANOTHER LITTLE STORY
\
Children and students were pouring into the exhibition. Miss Partridge
said nothing the gallery had given attracted so much interest among the
young people of Milwaukee.
The Milwaukee architects, a few exceptions, kept away. To be seen
going into that show was too much for most of them. Merely to gratify
their curiosity ? And not much curiosity.
But there was a lecture yet to come. For some reason I forget I had to
postpone it for several days. Friday of the week following the Wednesday
the exhibit opened I got to Milwaukee about four o'clock. I was to speak
that evening*
Charlie Morgan and I were at the Pfister Hotel. ., a bath and getting
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